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In order to understand the characteristic In order to understand the characteristic 
features of atomic features of atomic orbitalsorbitals, electron clouds , electron clouds 
are recorded in glass blocks by the use of are recorded in glass blocks by the use of 
three three –– dimensional (3dimensional (3--D) laser technique.D) laser technique.

It is difficult for us to imagine the 3It is difficult for us to imagine the 3--D appearance of D appearance of 
orbitalsorbitals and the physical meaning from the solution and the physical meaning from the solution 

 
of of 

SchroedingerSchroedinger equation.  equation.  22 gives the probability density gives the probability density 
of finding an electron, namely electron clouds.of finding an electron, namely electron clouds.



MethodsMethods

•• Calculate the probability densities of hydrogen atomic Calculate the probability densities of hydrogen atomic 
orbitalsorbitals in a 3in a 3--D space by the rejection method.D space by the rejection method.

Sculpture  the     Sculpture  the     
collected data in a collected data in a 
glass block by using glass block by using 
laser equipment laser equipment 
((LeLeeLeLee Laser Mini Laser Mini 
Type YFType YF--YAGYAG--200).200).



Images of the 3Images of the 3--D probability densities of D probability densities of 
hydrogen atomic hydrogen atomic orbitalsorbitals

The spherical shape of the   The spherical shape of the   
orbitalsorbitals together with the together with the 
inner nodes are shown. inner nodes are shown. 

2pz 3pz 4pz

1s             2s            3s

There are existence of planar 
or planar and spherical nodes.



Comparison of (a) probability density in this work with (b) convComparison of (a) probability density in this work with (b) conventional entional 
isosurfaceisosurface representations of 3d(3representations of 3d(3z z 22-- r r 22)) orbital. orbital. 

(a)                                      ( b-1)             (b-2)



What becomes of the shape What becomes of the shape 
of atomic orbital by of atomic orbital by 

the quantum number  ?the quantum number  ?

Please see glass block models !!!Please see glass block models !!!

Why can be seen similar pattern of atomic Why can be seen similar pattern of atomic orbitalsorbitals having having 
the same magnetic quantum number |the same magnetic quantum number |mm| ?| ?

What can be seen in these models ?What can be seen in these models ?



Nodes in atomic Nodes in atomic orbitalsorbitals
number of nodesnumber of nodes

[A]  Spherical nodes[A]  Spherical nodes nn -- ll -- 11
[B][B] Planar nodes Planar nodes 

containing containing zz axisaxis
| | mm ||

[C]  Planar and conical nodes[C]  Planar and conical nodes
symmetrical about symmetrical about zz axisaxis

ll -- | | mm ||
n：principal quantum numberquantum number
l：azimuthal quantum numberquantum number
m：magnetic quantum numbermagnetic quantum number



[A]  Spherical nodes[A]  Spherical nodes
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When | When | mm | is not equal to 0,  the | is not equal to 0,  the orbitalsorbitals have have 
vertical nodes equal to the  |vertical nodes equal to the  |m m | value. | value. 

The square of imaginary wave function The square of imaginary wave function 
is sliced by these nodal planes as below.is sliced by these nodal planes as below.

| m | :  0   1        2        3        4        5      

[B]  Planar nodes  containing [B]  Planar nodes  containing zz axisaxis



The process of making The process of making 
the real function from the real function from 

•• ||mm| | ＝＝ ００
 

:  yellow: plus sign:  yellow: plus sign
green: minus signgreen: minus sign

•• When |When |mm| = 1, | = 1, isis sliced by sliced by 
one nodeone node

•• When |When |mm| = 2,                  is sliced by| = 2,                  is sliced by
two nodestwo nodes

||m| | ＝＝
 

００

||m| | ＝＝11

||m| | ＝＝22



The orbital patterns in theThe orbital patterns in the view fromview from zz axisaxis are classified by are classified by 
the magnetic quantum number, the magnetic quantum number, mm , as follows., as follows.

s orbital pattern     | s orbital pattern     | m m | = 0| = 0
p orbital pattern     | p orbital pattern     | m m | = 1 | = 1 
d orbital pattern     | d orbital pattern     | m m | = 2| = 2
f  orbital pattern     | f  orbital pattern     | m m | = 3| = 3
g orbital pattern     | g orbital pattern     | m m | = 4| = 4
h orbital pattern     | h orbital pattern     | m m | = 5 | = 5 ……

Patterns in eleven 6h orbitals

| | m m | = 0           | | = 0           | m m | = 1        | | = 1        | m m | = 2| = 2 | | m m | = 3           | | = 3           | m m | = 4        | | = 4        | m m | = 5| = 5



||mm| | ＝＝ ００  :    :    for example,for example, 

3d(33d(3zz22--rr22), 4f(5), 4f(5zz33--33zrzr22), and 5g(35), and 5g(35zz44--3030zz22rr22+3+3rr44))

•• The view from the The view from the z z axisaxis
gives gives ““ss”” orbital pattern. orbital pattern. 

•• The view of The view of xzxz planeplane
from the from the yy axis. axis. 
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||mm| | ＝＝ １１  :  :  for example,for example, 
3d(3d(zxzx), 4f(5), 4f(5xzxz22--xrxr22), and 5g(7), and 5g(7xzxz33--33xzrxzr22))

•• The view from the The view from the zz axisaxis
gives gives ““pp”” orbital pattern.orbital pattern.

•• The view of The view of xzxz planeplane
from the from the yy axis.axis.
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||mm| | ＝＝ ２２  :  :  for example,for example, 
3d(3d(xyxy), 4f(), 4f(xyzxyz), and 5g(7), and 5g(7xyzxyz22--xyrxyr22))

•• The view from the z axis    The view from the z axis    
gives gives ““dd”” orbital pattern.orbital pattern.

•• The view of The view of xzxz planeplane
from the from the yy axis.axis.
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[C]  Planar and conical nodes [C]  Planar and conical nodes 
symmetrical about symmetrical about zz axisaxis

ZZ

xx

The number of nodes= l - | m |



Hydrogen 2pHydrogen 2pxx, 2p, 2pyy, and 2p, and 2pzz orbitalsorbitals
(a) The view from the (a) The view from the zz axisaxis

Superposition of three 2p Superposition of three 2p orbitalsorbitals gives a sphere.gives a sphere.

Advantageous representation seeing Advantageous representation seeing 
through one side of a glass blockthrough one side of a glass block

This can be made possible only in the method to sculpture This can be made possible only in the method to sculpture 
electron clouds in a glass block.electron clouds in a glass block.

(b) The view from the (b) The view from the xx axisaxis
gives image of a sphere.gives image of a sphere.



The superposition of 2pThe superposition of 2pxx and 2pand 2pyy 
orbitalsorbitals gives cylindrical pattern.gives cylindrical pattern.

Superposition of three spSuperposition of three sp2 2 orbitalsorbitals

Right answer can be seen in a glass blockRight answer can be seen in a glass block..
Centers of these Centers of these orbitalsorbitals are moved on the are moved on the 
vertices of a regular triangle, because common vertices of a regular triangle, because common 
origin gives a cylindrical pattern.origin gives a cylindrical pattern.

Picture of three spPicture of three sp22 orbitalsorbitals in many in many 
textbooks is shown. textbooks is shown. OrbitalsOrbitals have have 
common origin. Is that right ?common origin. Is that right ?



Representations for molecular Representations for molecular orbitalsorbitals

Ethylene Ethylene 
 

orbitalsorbitals
HOMO and LUMOHOMO and LUMO

HH22 molecular molecular 
orbitalsorbitals

Benzene


 
occ. orbitals
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